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1 BackgroundThe A�ective Reasoner (AR) is a broad platform for research on various aspectsof computing emotions. The work is constrained to a descriptive model (basedoriginally on the work of Ortony, et al. [Ortony, Clore, & Collins, 1988]) whereina broad comprehensive model of human emotion is used as a basis for describing,and manipulating, the social-emotional fabric of interaction between (1) agents andtheir perceived world, (2) between agents and other agents, and (3) between agentsand humans. A key element of the \emotionally intelligent" processing that agentsperform, is that they each have idiosyncratic, dispositional, ways they construe theworld around them, and manifest responses to internal states that arise. It is fromthis processing that their relatively rich personalities arise. A second constraint isthat agents do not experience emotions themselves (no body processes are repres-ented), and emotions are not used functionally in any sophisticated ways; agentsthus may react to situations that arise in a manner consistent with the motiva-tions their descriptions are intended to capture, but do not often act because ofthose motivations. In short, agents appraise, in real time, the world that unfoldsaround them (including their own actions), and express their emotional reactionsto this world, but their emotional reactions only minimally participate in the causalstructure of the unfolding events.Despite the above constraints, AR agents have broad capabilities, some of whichaddress the three areas of research mentioned by Danny Hillis in his talk. As avehicle for presenting background on this work, we will discuss three ways theAR platform has been used: as a general test system for a real-time computablemodel of emotion, as supporting theoretically rich, emotionally expressive, virtualactors, and as e�ecting a computable model of story-telling that uses a sophisticatedrepresentation of emotion interaction, and personality, to build a robust, dynamic,model of stories.1.1 A computable model of emotionAt the core of the AR is a set of twenty-four emotion categories sketched in table1 and based on the original work of Ortony et al. [Ortony, Clore, & Collins, 1988].Situations arise in an AR agent's world, and are appraised by matching theseagainst more-or-less static frames (but which have dynamic procedural attach-ments) maintained by the agents. The dispositional way in which agents match thesituations that have arisen gives rise to interpretations, represented as sets of vari-able bindings. Through a series of about twenty processing modules, these bindingsare combined with states maintained internally by each agent, and eventually may,themselves, give rise to one or more emotion instances from the twenty-four cat-egories. The processing in this appraisal stage accounts for agents' abilities to form,e.g., hypotheses about the ways in which other agents are presumed to appraisethe world (necessary for fortunes-of-others emotions such as pity), matches against2



previous, and (presumed) future, world states (necessary for time-relevant emo-tions such as hope, and relief ), and compound emotions such as anger (involvingthwarted goals, caused by the perceived intentional act of an agent). Processingin this stage includes, among other concepts, representations for the antecedentsof emotion intensity (with some subset of about twenty variables relevant to eachemotion category), for agent's moods (non-dispositional, temporary, changes in theappraisal mechanism), for relationships between agents, for mixed and even con-icting emotions, and for heuristic classi�cation of situation artifacts for abductivereasoning about the emotion states of others.Once emotions arise, agents have temperaments which control the ways in whichthese emotions are manifested in their world. These temperaments are representedas about twenty theoretically-based channels of action speci�c to each emotion (butwith overlap between related emotions), ranging from purely somatic responses(such as turning red) at one end of the spectrum, to highly intentional responsesat the other end (such as activating a scheme for invoking a plan to get even [butnote that any real planning is beyond the scope of this work]). The resulting,approximately 440, expression channels are implemented as a rete-like network,and terminal nodes are realized as situation-event frames, constructed partiallyfrom the original appraisal bindings (see above). A number of processing modules,such as those that choose compatible actions from competing expressions, and thosethat take into account the current states of both the world, and the agent, �lterthe path from emotion instance to emotion manifestation (e.g., one might shout inanger, or might deny that there is anything wrong, but would not do both at thesame time).Using these, and other, devices, sophisticated personalities can be constructed:the appraisal mechanismgives them a rich disposition for construing the world, andthe expression component gives them a unique temperament for expressing them-selves. Disposition is constructed by encoding the goals (desires), principles (beliefsabout right and wrong), and preferences (attractions) of the individual agents, andtemperament is constructed by activating certain expression channels allowing usto inspire them with qualities like impatience, talkativeness, shyness, and so forth.Moods are e�ected by changing the thresholds for the variable bindings in the matchprocess, and by altering the activation of the expression channels. For details ofthese, and other issues, see [Elliott, 1992; Elliott, 1993; Elliott, 1994b; Marquis &Elliott, 1994; Elliott & Siegle, 1993; Elliott & Ortony, 1992; Elliott, 1994a; Elliott,1994c]). For related approaches and discussion, see [Picard, 1995; Colby, 1981;Elliott, 1994b; Bates, A. Bryan Loyall, & Reilly, 1992; Frijda & Swagerman, 1987;Reeves, 1991; Sloman, 1987; Pfeifer & Nicholas, 1985; Scherer, 1993; Toda, 1982;Nass & Sundar, 1994; Nagao & Takeuchi, 1994; Simon, 1967].3



Figure 1: Emotion typesGroup Speci�cation Name and Emotion TypeWell-Being appraisal of a situa- joy: pleased about an eventtion as an event distress: displeased about an eventFortunes-of- presumed value of happy-for: pleased about an eventOthers a situation as an desirable for anotherevent a�ecting gloating: pleased about an eventanother undesirable for anotherresentment displeased about an eventdesirable for anotherjealousy* resentment over a desired mutuallyexclusive goal.envy* resentment over a desired non-exclusivegoal.sorry-for: displeased about an eventundesirable for anotherProspect- appraisal of a situa- hope: pleased about a prospectivebased tion as a prospec- desirable eventtive event fear: displeased about a prospectiveundesirable eventCon�rma- appraisal of a situa- satisfaction: pleased abouttion tion as con�rming a con�rmed desirable eventor discon�rming an relief: pleased about a discon�rmedexpectation undesirable eventfears-con�rmed: displeased abouta con�rmed undesirable eventdisappointment: displeased abouta discon�rmed desirable eventAttribution appraisal of a situa- pride: approving of one's own acttion as an account- admiration: approving of another's actable act of some shame: disapproving of one's own actagent reproach: disapproving of another's actAttraction appraisal of a situa- liking: �nding an object appealingtion as containing disliking: �nding an object unappealingan attractive orunattractive objectWell-being / compound gratitude: admiration + joyAttribution emotions anger: reproach + distressgrati�cation: pride + joyremorse: shame + distressAttraction / compound emotion love: admiration + likingAttribution extensions hate: reproach + disliking4



1.2 A computable model of story-tellingOver the past �ve years, one aspect of this research has been to test the represent-ational coverage of the Ortony, and other, theories for the purpose of codifying acomprehensive description mechanism for building computable systems. In serviceof this goal we have analyzed something like 600 di�erent emotion scenarios. TheOrtony model has proven to be remarkably robust in this paradigm, with onlythe addition of (admittedly less theoretically pure) speci�c categories for love (ad-miration plus liking), hate (reproach plus disliking), jealousy (resentment with thegoal being an exclusive resource also desired by the appraising agent), and envy(resentment when the agent desires a similar, but non-exclusive, goal). We felt thelatter was required for adequate representation of the corpus of collected situations,at a suitable level of granularity.One fallout of this research has been the insight that many of the emotionscenarios reviewed make very good stories, and that in fact the case can be madethat every one of them that ful�lls the minimal requirements for the presence ofemotion, as computed by our system, also meets the minimal requirements for\story-hood:" for example, that \the boy sits in the chair" is not a story, but that\the boy sits in the chair, but knows that he should not" (containing the theoreticalantecedent for shame) may very well have an essential element that does make thisa story. In fact, if we say, \the boy really wanted to sit in the chair , and did,even though he knew he should not ," we can make the case that we have the coreelements of one of the great themes of literature, wherein mixed, and conictingemotions (shame over an achieved, desired, goal joy) yield classic thematic tensionwithin a character.Extending this emotion representation exercise, we formally analyzed real stor-ies for their emotion content (work mostly yet to be presented in the academicliterature) according to our computable theory. AR agents then acted out the partsof the characters in the story according to the structural descriptions of the emo-tions present. Users were able to understand the story in this context, largely ascommonly understood by those simply reading an account of the story.Subsequently, without varying the plot (e.g., what happened) we had the com-puter select varying con�gurations of alternate appraisals of the static, unfold-ing events, for the di�erent agents, giving the agents di�erent emotion responsesto what took place. In this case users were also able to consistently agree onwhat happened in the stories, and rated them similarly as to quality, althoughthe computer-modi�ed story was signi�cantly di�erent from the original .1 In oneearly exercise, for example, we took the O. Henry story The Gift of the Magi , andwithout varying the external events (roughly, Della sells her prized hair to buy Jima gold watch chain, Jim sacri�ces his prized watch to buy Della a set of combs),1This work should be considered informal, until it is released, and is used here only as anargument in favor of this scheme as embodying an eminently testable hypothesis. There areimportant constraints we do not have room to discuss in this context.5



we altered the story from one embodying \the joy of sacri�ce for true love" to oneof \the one who su�ers the most wins."What this suggests is that by representing stories in this manner, based on theiremotion content, we may have a great deal of exibility in how we can alter the\story" portrayed by the external events, as long as we have a reasoning systemthat understands the relationships between the aspects of this representation. Toe�ect this, we simply change the personalities of the agents in the story, and thustheir subsequent internal responses to the events that arise. Since the AR tracksroughly twenty-four categories of emotion, and up to ten intensity variables foreach, along with numerous aspects of mood, relationship, and the like, a strongcase can be made for using this as the basis for an interactive, dynamic, story-telling system that has great exibility in the stories it relates, yet which still worksunder the constraint of maintaining \story-hood" in everything it produces. Whilethis clearly fails to meet the larger goal of true story generation (which wouldrequire functional emotions on the part of the agents), it does open the door forsigni�cant progress in this area.Lastly, we would like to suggest that limited forms of humor might also bee�ected in a similar manner, and that even in this constrained form it could beuseful for dynamic story-telling. While crucial issues like timing, surprisingness,and creativity are clearly beyond such a system as the one described here, it mightturn out to be true that certain aspects of humorous situations can be modeledin a computable way, since emotions and humor appear to be often closely tiedtogether.For example, a certain class of humor seems to revolve around situations whereinthe comedian describes (or experiences) a negatively valenced state (e.g., distress,remorse) for which an audience member feels pity, and has fears about a similarsituation applying to them. The relief they feel that it is happening to \someoneelse" is stronger than the pity they feel for the comedian. Funniness is dependenton (a) the importance of avoiding having the relevant goal blocked (an intensityvariable) for both the comedian and the audience member, contrasted by (b) thereduced sense of reality of the situation (another intensity variable), and the cognit-ive unit (a relationship factor) formed by the audience member with the comedian.An example of this might be a portrayal of some speaker giving his Nobel prizeacceptance speech, without realizing he has the remains of some lentil bean soupstuck on his front tooth the whole time. Furthermore, if one audience member were,for example, to consider the parodied researcher \an arrogant SOB" (a�ecting de-servingness, another intensity variable) the situation might have increased humorfor them.1.3 Emotionally rich Virtual ActorsThe remainder of the the paper, including the description of the formal study per-formed, discusses the A�ective Reasoner in virtual actor mode. AR agents are able6



to interact with subjects, in real time, using a multimodal approach which includesspeech recognition, text-to-speech, real-time morphed schematic faces, and music.In virtual actor mode, the agents are given varying degrees of stage direction: from(a) explicit instructions (for face, inection, size, color, location, music selection,and midi and audio volume), to (b) somewhat more general instructions (whereinthey are given the emotion, and the the text, and pick their own faces, music, color,inection, and size)| such as used in the following study, to (c) a degree of freedom(where they participate in picking the emotion, based on their personality).In one virtual actor presentation, four agents participated in a dialog in variouscombinations. Two of the agents were \Chicago Bulls fans" and two were \NewYork Knicks" fans. Without varying the text of the dialog, agents were able tomake clear their positions as fans, and get good agreement from viewers abouttheir relative feelings about the events in the game. This was true whether therewere two Bulls fans talking, two Knicks fans, one of each, or all four together. Anexample of the spoken text is, e.g., \I was really worried about the game tonight.I thought Michael Jordon started out really slowly. Then he just wiped the oorwith the Knicks in the second half," and so on. Any sentence could be spokenby any agent since they were all simply statements of what happened. It was theagents' portrayal of their interpretations of the events described which conveyedthe message.In another application, children as young as two years old, using a speech-driveninterface, were able to manipulate story-telling applications using virtual actors todeliver children's stories.In a recent study (described below) we hoped to show that users could gatherenough information from the agents' di�erent (multimedia) communication mod-alities to correctly assign intended, complex, (social, emotional) meanings to am-biguous sentences, and speci�cally that this ability would compare favorably witha human actor's ability to convey such meanings.In fact, subjects did signi�cantly better at correctly matching videotapes ofcomputer-generated virtual actors with the intended emotion scenarios (70%) thanthey did with videotapes of a professional human actor attempting to convey thesame scenarios (53% �2(1; N = 6507) = 748:55; P < :01):2 The StudyConsistent with \virtual actor" mode, the study discussed here does not actuallymake use of the \intelligent" components of the agents per se. Nonetheless itdoes make a speci�c case for the usefulness of such agents as they develop, andlend some credence to the theory underlying the agents' development. That is,in this case we showed that static, pre-programmed social/emotion content can bee�ectively communicated by the presentations these agents have at their (real-time)disposal. Since our larger body of work establishes a relatively robust coverage ofthe emotion categories used in this study, and since these categories can be directly7



manipulated by our autonomous agents, the conclusion we hope will be drawn isthat communication from \emotionally intelligent" computer agents (whatever formthey ultimately take) to human users is both practical, and plausible.In the study there were 141 subjects that met for two sessions each, with ap-proximately 14,000 responses analyzed. The subjects were urban undergraduatestudents of mixed racial and ethnic backgrounds, primarily upperclassmen. Abouthalf were evening students who tended to be over twenty-�ve years of age. Threedi�erent sets of subjects met. The studies were undertaken as part of the course ofstudy, but students were �rst exposed to the material as participating subjects be-fore any theoretical material was presented. The subjects were given tasks whereinthey were instructed to match a list of emotion scenarios with a set of videotapepresentations in one-to-one correspondence. The lists ranged in length from four totwelve items. The presentations were approximately �ve seconds long with abouttwenty seconds between them (and approximately twelve seconds between themfor second presentations). The presentations were of \talking-head" type (eithercomputer or human) expressing facial emotion content with inected speech (andin some of the computer cases, music).For example, in one set, twelve presentations of the ambiguous sentence, \Ipicked up Catapia in Timbuktu," were shown to subjects. These had to be matchedagainst twelve scenario descriptions such as, (a) Jack is proud of the Catapia hegot in Timbuktu because it is quite a collector's prize; (b) Jack is gloating becausehis horse, Catapia, just won the Kentucky Derby and his arch rival Archie couldhave bought Catapia himself last year in Timbuktu; and (c) Jack hopes that theCatapia stock he picked up in Timbuktu is going to be worth a fortune when thenews about the oil �elds hits; [etc., (d) | (l)].Five minutes of instructions were given before the �rst session. These includedverbal instructions, and a simple two-part practice session with videotape talking-head computer presentations. Furthermore, written instructions were given at thetop of each printed answer sheet, of the general form: \When the video begins,write the number of the video episode next to the sentence that best describes theemotion [Naomi] is expressing. (played twice)" The computer video display usedan MS-Windows window with the name of the speaking character appearing in thetitle bar.Con�dence factors were additionally re-corded for much of the material wheresubjects rated each of their responses from \1" (not con�dent) to \5" (highlycon�dent).The human actor was coached on the subtleties of the di�erent emotion categor-ies, and on what would help to distinguish them. Three to eight takes were made ofeach interpretation for each scenario. The most expressive take was chosen duringediting and a �nal tape compiled.The computer was simply given the emotion category and the text, and it auto-matically selected the face, music, and spoken inection appropriate to that cat-egory. Face morphing, speech generation, and music retrieval and synthesis were8



all done in real time. Actual music selection was up to the program, based onpre-existing categories. The computer presentations were further broken down intoface-only, face and inection, and face-inection-music sub-categories in the study.The ratio of time invested between the human-actor version and the computerversion was approximately 30:1.Overall, subjects did signi�cantly better at correctly matching videotapes ofcomputer-generated presentations with the intended emotion scenarios (70%) thanthey did with videotapes of a human actor attempting to convey the same scenarios(53% �2(1; N = 6507) = 748:55; P < :01):Among those participants matching computer-generated presentations to givenemotions, there were no di�erences on correct matches between presentation types(face = 69%, face plus intonation = 71%, face plus intonation plus music = 70%).However, an overwhelming majority of these same participants felt that music wasvery helpful in making a correct match (75%), and another 8% felt that it wassomewhat helpful . Less than 3% felt the music was unhelpful or distracting. Onegroup was asked to rate their con�dence after each match. An analysis of theircon�dence ratings indicated that participants were signi�cantly more con�dent ofmatches with displays including music (F (2; 1638) = 19:37; P < :001): This couldbe problematic if music inspired con�dence but, in fact, impaired matching ability.A simple look at the proportion of correct matches across 5 con�dence levels showsthat this is not the case. On a scale where \1" means low con�dence and \5" meanshigh con�dence, these participants correctly matched 41% of the time when theircon�dence was \1", 56% of the time when it was \2", 58% of the time when it was\3", 64% of the time when it was \4", and 76% of the time when it was \5".Inection has not been stressed in either the study or analysis, because thetechniques we can support in this area are not very sophisticated. Our best guess,based on experience over time, is that rudimentary emotion inection in generatedspeech enhances the believability of characters.Other results based partly on the coding of long-hand responses are not presen-ted as part of this short paper.3 DiscussionWhat the presentation studies tend to show is that (1) computers can be used toconvey social information beyond that encoded in text and object representations,(2) that this information can be delivered in ways that do not take up bandwidthin the traditional text communication channel (that is | the content measured inthe studies was explicitly not that encoded in the text), (3) that this informationcan be encoded and delivered in real time, and (4) that the computer performsreasonably well on social communication tasks that are di�cult for humans.22While the computer did better in these studies than did the human actor, we prefer touse this simply as a guide to assessing the di�culty of the task rather than for making broad9



The preliminary work with music tends to show that music is rated by subjectsas having a signi�cant e�ect on guiding their social perception, but that this e�ectis not well understood (or possibly, the musical triggers for this e�ect are not wellunderstood). We feel that there is strong potential in this area.Furthermore, the studies suggest the following: (1) That the underlying emo-tion theory is a plausible categorization system to the extent that subjects wereable to discriminate the twenty-one di�erent emotion categories used in the study.(2) That despite it being inexpensive, and commonly available, this is a viableplatform for studying emotion interaction between humans and computers. (3)That the low-bandwidth model we have used (i.e., less than 14K bps), which showsgreat promise as a web-based data collection, and delivery, mechanism nonethelessprovides su�ciently rich channels for real-time multimodal communication convey-ing social/emotion content. (4) That potentially useful information can be con-veyed about this complex, ubiquitous, and yet lightly studied component of human(and human-computer) interaction. (5) Highly signi�cant reductions in time invest-ment can be achieved for selected, pre-programmed, emotion content in \social"scenarios when using multimedia, multimodal, computer presentations in place ofhuman actors in a real time environment without reduction of the e�ective content.While our results showed that the computer actually did better at this restrictedtask than did the human actor, we are cautious about drawing general conclusionsfrom this. Questions arise: (1) How good was the actor? (2) How does one meas-ure \goodness" in an actor? (3) How appropriate was the actor for this medium,this audience, and this task? (4) How much does professional lighting, editing, andsound mixing of the human-actor presentations e�ect the identi�cation task? Itwould be possible to control for these factors through, e.g., measuring the e�ect-iveness of di�erent actors for these speci�c tasks, seeking funding for [expensive!]professional studio time, and so forth. If this were to be pursued we might be able tomake some claims about the computer being \better" at conveying social/emotioncontent in some situations than humans. However, this was not our goal. We usedthe human actor simply to illustrate that, as designed for the study, correct identi-�cation of the broad range of interpretations was a di�cult task, and that a seventypercent identi�cation rate was admirable.We can also address some of these questions from a common sense perspective:Presumably our professional actor, who has spent long years honing such skills,and who was speci�cally coached about how to discriminate the di�erent emotioncategories (e.g., was told to use technique \A" instead of \B" { both of which werevalid { for expressing a speci�c interpretation because it would be less likely tobe confused with another interpretation to be presented later) ...presumably thisprofessional would be at least as good at these tasks as a \typical" person from thepopulation. (Anecdotally, the actor was quite good, showing an impressive rangeof expressiveness and exibility in addressing the task.)It is important, also, to note that the sentences were entirely ambiguous: long-generalizations. See below. 10



hand ad hoc interpretations given by subjects before the presentations were givenshowed no patterns of interpretation whatsoever. A seventy percent correct inter-pretation rate, with no content clues, is rather high, considering that in practicethe communication of such content, completely divorced from cues, will be rare.Additionally, we suggest that, in general, one-time real-life emotion assessmentof the sort required here might well be correct less than seventy percent of the time.People use additional cues to disambiguate situations, they ask questions that helpthem to clarify their interpretations, they observe emotion in a continuous socialcontext (and thus make continual revisions in previous interpretations) and theysimply get it wrong much of the time.Lastly, we speci�cally made NO attempt to give any feedback about the cor-rectness of interpretations during the course of the study. There is a very realpossibility that subjects might well learn the speci�c emotion presentations usedby our interactive computer agents, thus raising the identi�cation rate signi�cantly.4 Miscellaneous notesOne issue we had to address in the study was the di�erence in reading and com-prehension time between students. From preliminary trials it became clear that,on the one hand, if the presentations appeared too rapidly the identi�cation taskdeteriorated into simply a reading task, with the component we were attempting toisolate driven largely by \rapid guessing." On the other hand, if we paused for toolong a period between presentations, while this clearly helped some of the students,others soon became bored and inattentive (but strikingly less so when presenta-tions included music { see below). It is our best guess that the compromise reachedstill caused confusion and pure guesswork for some responses in the slower-readingstudents (confusion which would not be present had we given them more time),and inattention in some of the faster students.In an attempt to reduce the burden placed on students to recall, and manipu-late, the di�erent interpretations listed on the answer sheet, we found it expedientto use emotion-category labels. In trials this appeared to give us the best bal-ance between, on the one hand, reduction in range of scenario identi�cation andcomprehension times between the fastest and slowest readers, and on the otherhand truest matching of emotion content in each interpretation. Ideally we wouldhave preferred to have left the labels out altogether, instead including the speci�cemotion category label in the text itself (as done in the Catapia examples).In one session with the one-part Catapia scenario (see below), we sought toshow di�erences in comprehension with music when the presentations were presen-ted rapidly, thus putting the majority of the students under duress. The hypothesiswas that music might allow them to rapidly make an improved guess at the emo-tional content when snap judgments were required. We did not show any signi�cantresults. Our assessment is that this was because the task was simply too di�cultand that such an exercise would have to be carefully controlled for reading speed,11



and ethnic/age di�erences (regarding the music selections) or else designed di�er-ently.The di�erent numbers of interpretations for the various scenarios arose becausecertain ambiguous sentences had a greater number of plausible interpretations thanothers. Additionally, scenarios that had more than four each of positive and neg-ative interpretations were segregated into positive and negative content becausetrials showed that valence could be relatively easily discriminated by the subjects.The smaller, more similar, groupings were preferred because these created an op-timal balance between the burden placed on the subjects to read, and comprehend,the di�erent interpretations in the limited amount of time (a burden we soughtto reduce), and the di�culty of discriminating subtle di�erences between similaremotion categories (a di�culty we sought to increase).While it does not appear in the statistics, one striking anecdotal feature of thestudy was the change in the testing atmosphere when music was used as part of thepresentations. Without the music subjects tended to be quiet, reserved, studious.With music the subjects became animated, laughed, made surreptitious comments(although not in ways deemed damaging to the study), and generally respondedwith vigor to the displays, as though they were more personal.A follow-up study measuring the e�ects of music on (1) learning emotion cues ofthe emotion presentations, and (2) postponing fatigue when interacting with suchagents might well show results.5 A low-bandwidth approach suitable for the WorldWide WebWe are currently integrating our work with the world-wide-web. All aspects of thepresentations (midi music, morphing faces, text-to-speech) have been tested as ap-plications which run (transparently to the calling modules) as either local or remoteapplications, where remote applications are established through the Web. Licens-ing agreements have been considered so that text-to-speech is reduced to Realaudioformat before it is transmitted. Higher-quality, lower-bandwidth reproduction isavailable if the client has an AT&T text-to-speech license. Combined transmissionof the real-time signal is under 14k bps.While not central to the theoretical component of our work, we feel that thefact that our emotion reasoning, and presentation, mechanisms can be integratedinto a Web-based environment allows for signi�cant data collection possibilities,and opens up additional applications. Over the years we have consistently operatedunder the constraints imposed by using a low-bandwidth approach, supported byinexpensive hardware. Because of this we are able to speculate on the very real pos-sibility of constructing real-time, truly multimodal, interactive Internet applicationsthat operate at a social level.Various methods have been used, varying from client-resident Lisp interpreters,12



to small multi-port routing modules called from Web-clients, to Java applications.The delivery mechanism is less important than the ratio of usable social informationto number of bits, one which we have shown to be e�ective over a 14.4 modem.We have additionally run trials using Realaudio-encoded signals as input to thespeech-recognition package and believe this to be a viable mechanism for runningthe speech recognition components of our research over the web.6 Sample text from the studySubjects were given seven scenario/interpretation sets. The order of the videopresentations of the di�erent interpretations was chosen randomly, but once chosenremained constant throughout the study. The ordering was the same for both thecomputer presentations and the human-actor presentations. The presentation ofeach interpretation was numbered, and subjects were instructed to write down thatnumber next to the \best" interpretation. The number of presentations was thesame as the number of interpretations, resulting in a one-to-one mapping. Theorder in which the scenarios were presented to each group of subjects varied onlyslightly. For the computer presentations, cycles of three presentation modes (faceonly; face, and inection; face, inection, and music) were repeated through theentire set of scenarios (e.g., music appeared once every three presentations).6.1 (Wanda discusses) Butler in the newsSpoken text: \Butler is in the news again today."Vehicle: Two parts, four positive, then four negative choices, played twice through.Part AGLOATING: Wanda is gloating because her adversary Butler is is again beingembarrassed in the news.JOY: Wanda is joyful because Butler, the congressman she works for, is in the newsagain.HAPPY-FOR: Wanda is happy for her friend Butler, who is in the news again.LOVE: Wanda is in love with Butler, her idol, and she sees him in the news again.Part BHATE: Wanda hates Butler, the Nazi party candidate, and she sees him in the newsagain today. 13



ANGER: Wanda is angry because Butler, one of her subordinates, is again sayingdamaging things about her in the news.FEAR: Wanda is fearful because Butler, the district attorney who is prosecutingher, is in the news again today.REPROACH: Wanda is reproachful of Butler because he is foolishly talking toreporters, and it is certain to just do him more harm than good.DISLIKING: Wanda sees Butler in the news again, and she really dislikes him.SORRY-FOR: Wanda feels really sorry for Butler when she sees him in the newsagain.RESENTMENT: Wanda resents the fact that Butler, her opponent, gets coveragein the news again instead of her.DISTRESS: Wanda is distressed because Butler, another reporter, is in the newsagain. If she keeps missing the big stories she knows she will lose her job.6.2 Catapia { one partSpoken text: \I picked up Catapia in Timbuktu"Vehicle: One part, twelve choices, played twice through.� Jack is really angry that he had to go all the way to Timbuktu to pick uphis daughter Catapia.� Jack's worst fears were con�rmed when he realized it was catapia he pickedup in Timbuktu.� Jack is proud of the Catapia he got in Timbuktu because it is quite acollector's prize.� Jack picked up his �ancee, Catapia, in Timbuktu, and is in love with her.� Jack is gloating because his horse, Catapia, just won the Kentucky Derbyand his arch rival Archie could have bought Catapia himself last year inTimbuktu.� Jack picked up his friend Catapia in Timbuktu. She has malaria. Jack feelssorry for her.� Jack is really joyful about picking up the Catapia, because it has workedout great. 14



� Jack resents Bill, because Bill got gold in Timbuktu, but Jack only gotcatapia.� Jack and his friend Sue are listening to a Catapia recording. They reallylike it. He picked it up in Timbuktu.� Jack hopes that the Catapia stock he picked up in Timbuktu is going to beworth a fortune when the news about the oil �elds hits.� Jack picked up an embarrassing disease, Catapia, in Timbuktu, and isashamed.� Jack is afraid that the Catapia he picked up might prove to be really serious.6.3 Other scenarios\I can't take any more," Sample { Resentment: Naomi is resentful about watch-ing men in her department get promoted ahead of her even though she does a betterjob than they do.\I am again sitting in the chair," Sample { Remorse: The boy is once againoutside the principal's o�ce. He is remorseful because he knows he should nothave done what he did.\I see people like that all the time." Sample { Satisfaction: Karen the teacherexperiences satisfaction when she is stopped on the street by a former student whowanted to thank her for all he learned in her class.\I didn't plan for any of this" Sample { Fears-con�rmed: Al had had great plansfor his life. They all came to a halt when his test results at the hospital con�rmedhis worst fears.\ I am going to give you the midterm now, but I already have an idea of how wellthis class is going to do." Sample { Pride: The teacher is quite proud of the jobshe did preparing the class.7 ClosingIn this article we have argued that in the A�ective Reasoner we have made signi-�cant progress toward three of the \holy grail" mentioned by Danny Hillis in hiskeynote address to the Autonomous Agents 97 conference. At the root of our re-search premises is that people commonly tra�c in social communication, and thatmuch of the human experience revolves around our relationship to our goals, ourprinciples, and our preferences { all of which are antecedents of emotions. In thelatter part of the paper we presented a study which indicates that many possibilities15
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